
READ THIS BEFORE INSTALLING 
Installation Instructions for your new Curve Diffusor 

Step One: Preparing to Install 
Measure the distance between the center of each 
bracket on the back of the curves. There are 2 
brackets on the top and 2 on the bottom. 

Step Three: Hanging the Curve 
A) Once all clips are installed, slide the Curve Diffusor
down onto the wall clips. Check your work with a bubble
level and ensure the fit is secure.

B) Adjust as necessary.

Step Two: Installing Z-clips to wall 
A)A) Attach the first clip to the desired location on the wall with the raised
edge facing up using the supplied drywall anchors and screws.

B)B) Using a bubble level and tape measure, mark the locations of the 
remaining clips. Ensure that the clips are level from one another. If 
installing on a concrete wall, we recommend using concrete anchors in the 
wall prior to installing the clips. Concrete anchors are not included.

Your Curve Diffusor is now securely mounted to your wall 
and is ready to enhance your audio listening experience! 

"This method can also be used to hang the Curve Diffusors horizontally. 
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Authorized returns are subject to a restocking, inspection and repackaging 
charge as much as 50'6 of the original purchase price. Returns must be in new 
condition, in original packaging and shipped freight prepaid to the location 
advised and returned within 90 days to receive credit. Custom orders are not 
returnable. Freight damages or shortages must be noted on deliver receipt 
and reported immediately to Acoustic Geometry and the freight carrier. All 
sizes are nominal and are subject to manufacturing tolerances that may vary + 
or- 1/8". Acoustic Geometry assumes no responsibility for damages caused by 
misuse or incorrect installation. 
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